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DESCRIBE THE PRESENT AND ORIGINAL (if known) PHYSICAL APPEARANCE

The Bayfield County Courthouse is a two-story structure with base 
ment and attic constructed of local rock-faced brownstone ashlar. Stylisti 
cally it is Neo-classical Revival with influences of the Richardsonian 
Romanesque.

The stonework, except that used in trim, is heavily rusticated. The 
main facade is five bays wide with three central bays set forward and 
marked by a pediment. The building is divided horizontally by a smooth 
finished course of stone at the first, second, and attic floor levels. 
The main entrance is surrounded by a rectangular frame constructed of 
alternating blocks of smooth and rock-faced stone. Within this frame is 
an arch of smooth-faced stone capped with a sculptured keystone. The 
windows of both stories are set in the center of each bay. Those on the 
ground floor have segmental arches and smooth stone sills. The windows 
of the central bay have no framing, but those in the end bays have smooth 
stone frames. All the windows are arched with smooth stone and have 
sculpted keystones. The second story windows have the same ornamentation 
those on the first, but they are taller, and their arches are semicircular. 
Smooth pilasters extend between the courses marking the second and attic 
levels. They are placed between the bays and at the corners of the building 
The pediment contains a small circular window framed with smooth stone 
above which is the inscription "Bayfield." Chimneys stand on either side 
of the pediment.

The scheme of the main facade is carried around to the sides, but 
the width is reduced to three bays. The side entrances are less monumental 
than the main entrance, and they are distinguished only by a recessed arch.

The original staircases to the building's entrances are no longer 
extant, and the interior has been modified to adapt it to the varied func 
tions the building has had.
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STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

The Bayfield County Courthouse at Bayfield stands as a reminder of the 
days when Bayfield was the county seat. The removal of the seat in 1892 to 
Washburn wis/tne most exciting and one of the more deceptive county seat 
removals in Wisconsin's history.

When Bayfield County was organized in 1866, Bayfield, the largest 
community, became the county seat. The original courthouse was a wooden 
frame structure which was destroyed by fire in 1883 along with most of the 
county records. A prominent architect from Madison, John Nader, who held 
the office of Surveyor for the City of Madison from 1876-1880 and 1884-1887 
and is known for designing Madison f s St. Patrick's Church in 1888, was 
commissioned to build a new courthouse in the town square. The building 
was to be an expression of civic pride and an advertisement for local 
brownstone granite. The structure was completed in 1884^at a cost of about 
$30,000. Architecturally, the courthouse is important as an example of the 
use of brownstone in a Neo-Classical Revival building.

The same year the Bayfield courthouse was started, the town of 
Washburn was founded. It became a booming lumber town, and by 1892 it was 
much larger than Bayfield. Accompanying Washburn f s growth was a movement 
to make it the county seat. At the town election of 1892 a committee was 
appointed to hire a lawyer to effect the change. At the time there was 
some question about the legality of a change, for in 1873-4 an attempted 
county seat change in Barron county had been declared illegal. The 
committee hired H.H. Hayden of Eau Claire as its attorney.

Questionable activities began when petitions were circulated to prop 
erty owners throughout the county. When additional signatures supporting 
the change were needed a plot of ground was divided into 25 f lots which 
were sold for $1.00 each. When funds ran low, a parcel of land owned by 
Washburn supporters was sold to the town for $3,000, and the money was 
subsequently appropriated to the campaign.

A county-wide election was scheduled, and the conflict came to a head 
in the town of Iron River. As part of a local fair, there was a woman's 
popularity contest. There were two leading contenders — one supporting 
Bayfield, and the other supporting Washburn. The contest became a symbol 
for the upcoming election, and to guarantee victory Washburn supporters 
descended upon Iron River spending freely and making friends with the local 
population. The woman supporting Washburn won the contest, and in the 
county election the people of Iron River, who had been wined and dined by 
the people of Washburn, remembered their friends and Washburn won the 
election by 500 votes.



Bay field County Press, 1883 editions

Manuscript describing removal of county seat from Bayfield, by Charles 
M. Sheridan, Washburn, Wi. Manuscript in possession of author.
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8.

Old Bayfield County Courthouse

Immediately after the election was made official by a gubernatorial 
proclamation, the town of Washburn dispatched a caravan to Bayfield to 
move the county records. A last minute injunction sought by Bayfield 
supporters failed when the county clerk, who had to be served the injunction 
to put it into effect, briefly disappeared. The courthouse was taken over 
by Washburn supporters until all records and furnishings had been loaded 
onto the caravan and the building was abandoned.

No permanent use has ever been found for the old courthouse. It has 
served as a school, as a German P.O.W. camp during World War II, and it is 
presently partially used for storage.
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